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Abstract- Optimization of weight of cable duct is a value engineering project. This paper gives idea about cost reduction of
component without affecting its function and quality. There are different ways to reduce the cost of component like weight reduction,
optimizing design, alternative material, change manufacturing process etc. In this paper we consider weight reduction of material to
reduce the cost of component. We made 3-D model of component by using UG NX6 CAD software. We calculate the deflection of
part (Theoretical calculation) under loading condition of UDL for reduced thickness part. Again we verify with ANSYS 14 software.
Vibration was major dominant factor so we measure the vibrations of the part by vibration pen. We found vibrations are within
tolerance as per ISO 10816-3.
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INTRODUCTION

Value engineering is a scientific approach to reduce the cost of component without affecting its function and quality. This research
investigates by reduction of weight of material we can reduce the cost of component as in manufacturing industries 70% cost reflects
raw material cost and 30% is processing cost. Cable duct is a basically “C” section channel which is used for carrying the cables (see
Fig-1) & it is structural part of a machine. It is basically assembly of 2 part top and bottom part (see fig-2). In existing design bottom
part is having thickness of 3mm while top part has thickness of 1.5 mm.

Fig 1: Cables carrying Cable Duct
The maximum weight of cables in duct is 10kg by considering factor of safety 1.3. Reducing the thickness by 50% we found very
little deflection in part. Vibration is major dominant factor in machine. Machine spindles running @ speed of 20000 rpm. We compare
vibration of existing part with reduced part thickness and found vibrations are well within tolerance as per ISO 10816-3. We measure
vibration in mm/sec as it indicates fatigue strength of the part. Vibrations are measured by piezoelectric accerlated integrated sensor.
We did its transportation trial also as machine goes to different zones of the world.
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Fig 2: Assembly view of Cable Duct

ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE
First step of project was making 3-D model of part using UG NX software (see Fig-3). Same we imported in ANSYS in IGES format.
Cable Duct part then meshed using tetrahedron elements. All required data filled in ANSYS software.

Fig 3: IGES Model for Cable Duct bottom

On existing design we found maximum deflection is 0.3 mm and von miss stress is 52 MPa (see fig-4).

Fig 4: Max. Deflection of part for 3mm thick sheet

while in newly design part, we found 0.56 mm deflection and 64 MPa von missed stresses (see fig-5) are develop when part is under
loading condition which is lesser than yield strength of the steel part
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Fig 5:Max. Deflection of part for 1.5 mm thick sheet.

DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT
Vibration Trial

In order to take vibration reading we use piezoelectric accerlated integrated sensor (vibration pen). Vibrations readings
are taken in mm/sec which indicates fatigue strength of the part. We ran our machine @ different speed and take
readings at 6000, 10000, 15000 and 20000 rpm. As part length is long nearly 1.7 m so we take readings at 3 positions
like @ starting point, middle point & End point of cable duct & we name it as position 1, position 2 and position 3
respectively.

Fig 6: Vibration reading for Left side of machine

Fig 7: Vibration reading for Right side of machine
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Above graph clearly shows that maximum vibration on newly design part is 2.5mm/sec which is well within the tolerance as per ISO
10816-3
Transportation Trial
We also taken transportation trial of the part as machines goes to different regions of the world. We find appropriate solution (see fig –
7) in order to avoid bent of the part during transportation

Fig 8:Packing with four wooden supports

MANUFACTURING COST COMPARISON
Costing of Bottom Cable Duct Part
Table No-1 shows manufacturing cost of existing part. Cost of any part calculated on hourly basis of consumption. Any process cost
is divided into 3 steps.
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1.

Machining Setup Time
It is time required to setting all the parameters of the machine in order to start the manufacturing of the part which includes
tooling change, RM put up, programming etc.

2.

Machining Time
It is time require to do machining on the part. It can be also called as a processing time for manufacturing the part

3.

Labour Time
It is time consumed by operation in order to manufactured one part.
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Existing Bottom part is manufactured by Laser Cutting-Straightening-Tapping-Bending-Powder coating. (Table No-1)

Table 1: Manufacturing cost of 3mm thick old bottom part

Table 2: Manufacturing cost of 1.5mm thick new Bottom part

Costing ofTop Cable Duct Part
Manufacturing cost of newly design part is shown in Table No-2. As we reduced the thickness engagement of threading of part
become less so we induced weld nut for bottom part. Due to use of weld net threading engagement becomes more.
Manufacturing process for newly design part is Laser Cutting-Straightening-Nut Welding-Bending-Powder coating.
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Table 3: Manufacturing cost of 1.5mm thick old top part

Table 4: Manufacturing cost of 1mm thick newtop part

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The study of ANSYS shows that if we change the thickness of the part then it will not affect function of the part. Deflection and
stresses developed on the part are well below than yield strength of the part. Also all transportation trials are ok.The basic agenda of
this project is to having cost reduction in part by reducing its thickness. Using ANSYS software we calculate deformation of part
under loading condition. Vibration analysis also done with the help of Vibration pen by SKF. Result of ANSYS software & vibration
analysis is within safe zone.
Following points are observed
1. Present cost of Cable duct part (top + bottom):- INR 848.1 /2. Cost of the part after weight reduction of cable duct (top + bottom):- INR 550/3. Approximate cost saving per part :- INR 298/4. No. of parts used in machine (top + bottom):- 60
5. Approximate cost saving per machine:- INR 17880/Vibration analysis is also found within the limit as per standard ISO 10816 – 3.
Deformation of part under loading condition also found negligible & which will not affect the functionality of the part. Inside area of
cable duct channel we kept same so volume of cable duct with new design & old design will remain same.
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CONCLUSION
This project was carried out with the aim of reduction of cost for machine. By doing analysis of part after reducing the thickness we
reduce the cost. We also save 6kg of raw material steel per assembly which saves natural resources also. With the help of all above
data we conclude that we can reduce the cost of component by value engineering method.
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